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The point of view of a situation or facts that can be influenced 
from personal experience, bias and opinions

EX. Someone from Western Europe referring to China as 

the “Far East”

1.



Perspective

1A.



Account from someone who participated in the event or 
witnessed the event

Ex. journal, diary, painting

2.



Primary source

2A.



Account from someone who  DID NOT participate in the event 
or witness the event

EX. textbook

3.



Secondary source

3A.



An object made by human beings; helps in the study and 
understanding of past cultures and civilizations

Ex. Pottery, accounts, coins

4.



Artifact

4A.



Belief that ones nation or culture is superior to others 

5.



Ethnocentrism 

5A.



Scholars who study past people and cultures through material 
remains, such as buildings and artifacts.

->Often uses technology such as carbon dating in the 

examination of artifacts.

EX. Mary and Louis Leakey 

6.



Archeologist

6A.



Scholars who study and write about the past using artifacts and 
written evidence to understand why events happened.

7.

“Throughout 

history, while 

day-to-day life 

has changed, 

humanity hasn't.”



Historian

7A.



Scholar that studies how civilizations answer the three basic 
questions in regards to distributing resources(labor, raw 
materials, technology):

1.What goods and services should be produced?

2.How should goods and services be produced?

3.Who consumes the goods and services?

8.



Economist

8A.



Scholar who studies the earths features including its people, 
their surroundings, natural resources available and human 
interactions with the environment.

9.



Geographer

9A.



Land that is surrounded on three sides by water

EX. Greece, India, Korea, Spain, Saudi Arabia, Balkan

10.



Peninsula

10A.



Narrow strip of water surrounded by land; easily defensible

EX. Bosporus Strait, Dardanelles Strait 

11.



Strait

11A.



12.

Man-made objects that reflect the beliefs and values of a 
given society or culture.

EX. Lascaux Cave Paintings, Cathedrals, Colosseum, Parthenon



Art and Architecture

12A.



13.

The skills and tools people use to meet their basic needs, 
produce and distribute goods, advancement of military



Technology

13A .



The way of life of a society, which is handed down from one 
generation  to the next by learning and experience-religion, art, 
music, family

14.



Culture

14A.



A society that has a high level of culture and social organization 
including organized government, job specialization, and a 
organized belief system, art and architecture, public work 
projects

15.



Civilization

15A.



The exchange of goods, ideas, technology from one civilization 
or culture to another.

Ways in which it occurs: Migration, Trade, Exploration, 

Warfare- situations where different groups come into 

contact with each other.

EX. Bantu Migration, Buddhism along the Silk Road, Crusades

16.



Cultural Diffusion

16A.



Anthropologists who discovered the earliest humans in 
Olduvuai Gorge, Ethiopia- East Africa.

17.



Mary and Louis Leakey

17A.



Anthropologist who discovered the hominid Lucy in East Africa

18.



Donald Johanson

18A.



Era of prehistory that lasted from at least 2 million B.C to about 
9000 B.C, also called Old Stone Age:

-Nomads Hunter’s and Gather’s

-Stone, bone and wood tools 

-Animism and polytheism emerge

-Development of fire

19.



Paleolithic Age

19A.



A person who moves from place to place in search of food.

->small groups of 20-30 people

->hunters and gatherers

->simple tools od stone, bone and wood

20.



Nomad

20A.



Belief system that emphasizes the belief that spirit and forces of 
natures live within animals, objects, or dreams; respect for 
nature through rites and rituals

EX. Traditional Africa-masks, shields, clothing, dances

21.



Animism

21A.



Period of time between 10,000 -8,000 B.C in which the 
development of agriculture and the domestication of animals as 
a food source that over time resulted in permanent settlements

EX. Worlds first villages -Catalhuyuk and Jericho

22.



Neolithic Revolution

22A.



Economic systems that rely on habit, custom, or ritual and tends 
not to change over time.

EX. Hunting and Gathering, Subsistence Farming, Bartering

23.



Traditional economy

23A.



Farming only enough to feed your immediate family

24.



Subsistence farming

24A.



Method of farming that allows people to adapt to their 
geography but slanting and cutting flat surfaces or platforms 
which resemble steps cut into mountains.

EX. Inca and Chinese

25.



Step Terrace or Terrace Farming 

25A.



Economic system in which goods are exchanged for other goods 
or items-considered part of a traditional economy

26.



Barter System

26A.



Societies that tended to be small, agricultural or hunting based  
and placed a heavy emphasis on the role of family and society, -
-based on past traditions

27.



Traditional society

27A.



Male dominated families or societies

28.



Patriarchal

28A.



Female dominated families or societies

29.



Matriarchal

29A.



Rites and prayers dedicated to worshiping the deceased of one’s 
family in hopes of inferences on their behalf with the God’s

EX. Ancient Chinese, Ancient Africans

30.



Ancestor Worship

30A.



Belief in more than one God; many Gods

EX. Ancient Greeks, Ancient Egyptians

31.



Polytheism

31 A.



Belief in one God

EX. Judaism, Christianity, Islam

32.



Monotheism

32A.



A simple drawing that looks like the object it represents; earliest 
system of writing

33.



Pictographs

33A.



A group of states or territories controlled by one ruler or 
centralized government.

EX. Han Empire (China) and Roman Empire

34.



Empire

34A.



Regions that developed as a result of  the agricultural surpluses 
that were able to sustain larger populations which over time led 
to the growth of cities and civilizations world’s first civilization 
developed along rivers

EX. Sumer in Mesopotamia, Egypt in Africa, Indus in India, and 
the Shang in China.

35.



River Valley Civilizations

35A.


